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"As the CEO of a dynamic women's health centre, I am very fortunate to be at the helm of an organisation that
works at a grassroots level supporting women and their families and making a difference in regional Australia
daily.
I have the immense privilege to be the Co-Vice Chair of Minister Sabine Winston’s Carer Advisory Council and
have been for nearly 5 years. 

Growing up in the Goldfields as a young migrant, I have a unique perspective on the challenges women face. I
am a strong community advocate for women’s health, rural communities and am passionate about raising
awareness of carers as I have lived experience as a family carer for many years. I draw on my life’s greatest
highs and lowest lows to help improve the lives of other Goldfield’s women.

I am honoured to be a voice for the voiceless and in 2022 I was thrilled to be named a Good Health Champion
for Jean Hailes Women’s Health Week."

Your speakers
Well known to international viewers of the Discovery Channel as the Aussie woman from Gold Rush:
Parker's Trail, Tyler is a fourth-generation gold prospector from outback Australia renowned for her drive
and prospecting skills. Her success is a terrific example for any women fighting to succeed in a man's
world, and her struggles with bipolar disorder also make her a powerful advocate for mental health. Tyler
is not only the most recognisable face in gold mining TV, but has also recently bounced into the world of
podcasting with Let's Unpack That podcast, discussing mental illness, bipolar disorder, business, feminism
and life, and has started a new business, The Prospectors Club, dedicated to sharing her gold-hunting
knowledge. Gold Digger is her first book. 

Raised on the Goldfields, fostered through Freo folk and finely-tuned by Kimberley country, Hazelton proudly
hails from the one-horse town of Boulder, WA, not Colorado, USA. 

Making up ‘hums’ as the barefoot kid of a station cook, then moving on to a six stringer in their trusty caravan,
she never dreamt her little tunes would get her on track to see the world. Since then, she has notched up 18
commissions, 11 awards, 4 Stars in the Scotsman and a couple of Isa Browns in a pub raffle. She has played her
way to the international stage through an invite to Edinburgh Festival with virtuoso guitar duo Desert Child.
Producing and writing with artists like the inimitable Peter Brandy and songbird Jennifer Renee, Lynn is also
passionate about growing connection whenever and wherever she can. 

She has even devised a term for her community cultural development work called the ‘art of songing’, which is
to work alongside each person or place to help each find the singer in their unique song and the song in each
individual singer, no matter their art form or passion. This has resulted in over 40 wonderful projects to date,
that have kept on providing benefits today and led to invitations to present on this approach including at the
Regional Arts Australia Summit: Arts and Edges in 2014.


